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NEW QUESTION: 1
The primary purpose of a production ruleset is to allow rules

to be.
A. reused in multiple production environments
B. migrated to a production environment
C. updated in a production environment
D. tested in a production environment
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
https://collaborate.pega.com/QUESTION/production-and-applicatio
n-rulesets

NEW QUESTION: 2
Match each Microsoft Azure service to its category.
To answer, drag the appropriate category from the column on the
left to its Azure service on the right. Each category may be
used once, more than once, or not at all.
NOTE: Each correct match is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
An LTM Specialist configures the following iRule on an LTM
device:
when HTTP_REQUEST {
if {[string tolower [HTTP::uri]] contains "/URI1/" } {
pool Pool1
} elseif {[string tolower [HTTP::uri]] contains "/URI2/" } {
pool Pool2 } elseif {[string tolower [HTTP::uri]] contains
"/URI3/" } { pool Pool3 } else { pool Pool4}
}
Given the following request:
http://www.example.comURI1/index.html?fu=bar&amp;pass=1234
Which pool will be selected by the iRule?
A. Pool4
B. Pool1
C. Pool2
D. Pool3
Answer: A
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